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I. The characteristics of linguistic changes 

For anthropological or pragmatic linguists use o f language is not simply 
communication, but also behaviour. (Banczerowski 2005, 2008, 2010.) Behaviour is 
a complex operation, so it often proves to be di f f icul t to define language or linguistic 
logic in relation to it. This is mainly because language use is affected by 
environmental, social, psychical and other circumstances. I came to study linguistics 
because o f my anthropological and ethnographical observations. Therefore my 
approach is primarily functional or pragmatic. 

My observations on the changes o f the Hungarian language in the past 20 
years may well be true to languages with similar polit ical-economic environment, 
similar volume and similarly extensive linguistic culture. My observations are the 
following: 

1. The first is technical determinism. Technologies affecting language 
generate basic changes in them. New linguistic forms o f existence appear, such as 
secondary orality and later, influenced by the information technology, the "spoken 
written language", which is called secondary literacy. So technologies affecting 
language trigger linguistic changes, but in the core o f these changes it is the way o f 
thinking that is in motion. The different kinds o f oralities and literacies interfere. 
The obvious result o f technology is the iconic turn, thanks to which the number o f 
non-verbalising phenomena is increasing. 

2. The second observation is eco-linguistics. Environmental factors have a 
particular impact on languages, especially on their phonetic system and their 
sonority As a result o f this impact agrammatical structures are gaining ground, there 
is a growing tendency for phonetical-grammatical lenisation. and the number o f 
varieties, synonyms, stylistic structures are diminishing. 

3. Globalisation. A l l these phenomena are interwoven by the problem o f 
globalism-localism. The major linguistic effect o f globalism is the gradual extinction 
of diversity, which leads to convergence w ithin a language and between languages. 
Processes, however, are never unidirectional. Localism pushes the process to the 
other direction: the cultivation and revitalization o f local traditions and varieties 
facilitate divergence. What's more, extensive global communication, the world wide 
web, migration and travell ing create more and more overlapping areas between 
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cultures and languages: aculturalism, interculturalism, multiculturalism and 
transculturalism. 

Linguistic changes affected by external factors can be illustrated in a 3-
dimensional model. The 3 dimensions are: quantitative, qualitative and the social 
dimensions. The extremities for quantitative changes are many-few, for qualitative 
changes they are concrete-abstract, for social changes they are central -peripheral 
(Balázs 2001: 1153-160). 

Together these factors create a complex network of linguistic effects, in 
which "s imple" and "clear" formulas won' t exist anymore. We, as linguists can 
determine a fact o f a grammatical change or describe its process, but in the core o f 
these changes we wi l l find complex networks o f internal or external, logical or 
i l logical, explainable or unexplainable effects. Now I ' d like to demonstrate this 
through a few Hungarian examples. 

I Phonetic changes 

Making contrastive examinations in the past 30 years, a Hungarian 
linguist observed the fol lowing phenomena. There is a growing tendency o f 
pronouncing words with less opened mouth, which results in the shorter 
pronunciation o f long vowels. The consonant r is also pronounced shorter. 
Hungarian phonemes are orally pronounced, but nasally pronounced phonemes are 
also spreading. There has been a notable change in the intonation, while the volume 
and pace o f speech have remarkably increased. These tendencies have an effect on 
the articulatory basis. A l l this means that the Hungarian phonemes have changed 
both in qualitative and in quantitative terms within a short period o f time. This 
phenomenon may be part o f the lenisation tendency, which aims to make 
pronunciation as comfortable as possible. And this is not an individual but a social 
phenomenon. A Hungarian expert in phonetics sums up the changes in the 
Hungarian phonetic system the fol lowing way: "Ult imately, the characteristics that 
were responsible for the outstandingly good sounding and pleasant musicality o f the 
Hungarian language are disappearing. The language loses its vocalic nature and is 
becoming a consonantic one." ( Bol la 2003: 17.) The language is evidently becoming 
less colourful. 

2 Changes in the grammar 

Due to the complexity o f changes in the grammatical system, it is more 
dif f icult to come to any conclusions regarding reasons or consequences. As far as 1 
can see, grammatical rules are weakening and both grammar and lexis are becoming 
simpler. Naturally, we can make comparisons between the linguistic system and a 
river: on one bank it "demolishes", but on the other it "builds". During the past 
century Hungarian grammatical tenses have became simpler but at the same time a 
more complex system o f prefixes has evolved. The incredible carrier o f verbs with 
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prefixes gained momentum after the years o f the political transition. Such prefix is 
be- (that is ' in- ' ) . Its scope o f uses has expanded in ways that sometimes followed 
the rules o f the language, other times they went against them. For example new 
qualities of action appeared: such as totality (as in bekamerázni that is 'to install 
video cameras for security reasons' or belámpázni that is ' to furnish a place with 
lights') and fullness (as in beinni meaning 'dr inking too much alcohol' or 
befröccsözni meaning 'dr inking too much wine with soda water'). More frequently, 
the prefix be- appears in the place o f other prefixes. Sometimes it stands for the 
prefix fel- (meaning 'up ' ) as in the verbs bedereng (meaning 'vaguely coming into 
somebody's mind ' ) and begyorsul (meaning to speed up ') (Ladányi 2004: 97-105). 
So Hungarian prefixes, that originally reflected spatial relations, are now used more 
generally, wi th more neutral, less differentiated semantic relations. Educated 
Hungarian speakers often complain about the growing number o f irregularly 
prefixed verbs. The tendency set out from the slang but gained broad publicity in the 
commercial tabloid media. A Finno-Ugric characteristics o f the Hungarian language 
is also under change: the preference for singular nouns is now disappearing, and 
strange new plural forms crop up mainly due to English influence: for example 
káros tartalom becomes káros tartalmak ('contents' instead o f 'content"), uniós 
politika becomes uniós politikák ( 'pol icies' instead o f ' po l i c y ' ) . 

Another new grammatical phenomenon is the tendency o f transitive verbs 
becoming intransitive. I f you travel to Hungary, you w i l l see that newly opened 
shops advertise themselves as Megnyitottunk' ( l i terally: 'we have opened"). The 
problem with this is the same as in English: the verb megnyit is transitive (such as 
the verb 'open'), so we cannot say: Péter megnyit ('Peter opens') we can only say 
Péter megnyit valamit ('Peter opens something'). Recently, however, transitive 
verbs are occasionally used intransitively in the Hungarian, although only in the first 
person plural: megnyitottunk, felújítottunk. This trend also points to direction o f an 
agrammatical system. 

The preference for abbreviated forms (usually created by the formative 
suffix -/) are also notable. These words are sometimes used as complete sentences. 
For example: ari (that is aranyos meaning ' love ly ' ) , csoki (that is csokoládé -
similarly to chocolate and choc in English). The new abbreviated forms are not 
always shorter than the original ones as for example in mobcsitelcsi (that is 
mobiltelefon in English: 'mobi le phone"). In this case the abbreviation reflects a 
passionate attitude towards the device. 

Abbreviations and iconic (or pictorial) techniques abound in a new 
language: the SMS language. Even poems and short stories have been written in 
texting language. A typical holiday wish abbreviated in a texting manner is: kku és 
búék that is Kellemes karácsonyi ünnepeket és boldog új évet kívánok' (This exists 
in English too: MX & HM) for Merry Xmas and a Happy New Year!) Text language 
or chat language is a new linguistic form o f existence, the so called secondary 
literacy. 

Shortened forms may be regarded as general linguistic phenomena. They 
can be explained by the increased pace o f speech or by the "principle o f least effort" 
as described by Z i p f s law . 
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3 Lexical changes 

Primarily, the polit ical transition brought massive change in the lexis of 
the language. The first remarkable linguistic result o f the changing power structure 
was the changing terminology. The communist terminology for administrative and 
political processes were replaced by new words or revived expressions from before 
1948. An emblematic change was the sudden termination o f using the word comrade 
as a form o f address. Another general tendency since the transition is the spread o f 
slang lexical items and aggressive expressions. And o f course the Hungarian 
language is also affected by the English linguistic imperialism. We borrow and 
generally use whole English words are (casting, cool, road show, shop), English 
words with Hungarian affixes ((be)csekkol, bodyzik, shoppingol), and word for word 
translations: böngésző (browser), másság (otherness), megvalósíthatóság 
(feasibility), árnyékkormány (shadow cabinet), költséghatékony (cost efficient). 
Sometimes one or more element differ from the English equivalent, as in: 
élethosszig tartó tanulás ( l i felong learning), értékesítési pont (point of sale), 
köszöntő ital (welcome drink). 

We can consider situational sentences used by the media as word for 
word translations. Init ially, these sentences sounded strange but now we are used to 
them: Maradjanak velünk! (Stay with us!), Ne menjenek sehova! (Don't go 
anywhere!), Legyen szép napjuk! (Have a nice day!). (Horváth 2010: 105-130.) 
These phenomena pose a threat to characteristic linguistic traditions of our language. 

4 The future of the Hungarian language 

As a conclusion we can say that technological effects are going to cause 
rapid changes in developed languages in the close future. And we are aware of the 
fact that linguistic changes cannot be accelerated without consequences. Among the 
immediate consequences are: the growing extent o f misunderstandings or even non-
understandings. Less immediate consequences are threatening cultural evolution. 
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